
INSTITUTE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Directions (1-2) : In these questions , relationship between

different elements is shown in the statements. These

statements are followed by two conclusions :

Mark answer :

1) Only conclusion I follows

2) Only conclusion II follows

3) Either conclusion I or II follows

4) Neither conclusion I nor II follows

5) Both conclusions I and II follow

1. Statement : D>A>C=B>E>R

Conclusion : I. D>E II. D=E

2. Statement : P<Q=S<R>T>U

Conclusion : I. P<S  II. U<R

Directions (3-4) : In the following qustions, the symbols @,

%, &, ^ and # are used with the following meanings

illustrated.

A@B means "A is either smaller than or equal to B"

A%B means "A is smaller than B"

A&B means "A is equal to B"

A^B means "A is either greater than or equal to B"

A#B means "A is greater than B"

In each of the following questions assuming the given

statements to be true, find out which of the two conclusions

I and II given below them is/are definitely true
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1) Only Conclusion I follows

2) Only Conclusion II follows

3) Either Conclusion I or II follows

4) Neither Conclusion I nor II follows

5) Both Conclusion I and II follows

3. Statement : A#C, C@B, B&E, E@F

Conclusion : I. C#F II. C@F

4. Statement : L^M, M#N, N&O, O#P

Conclusion : I. L#O II. M%P

Directions (5-6) : Each of the questions given below consists

of a question and two statements numbered I and II given

below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in

the statements are sufficient to answer the question or

not. Read both the statements and Give answer :

1) If the data in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the

question, while the data in statement II alone is not sufficient

to answer the question.

2) If the data in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the

question, while the data in statement I alone is not sufficient

to answer the question.

3) If the data either in statement I alone or in statement II

alone are sufficient to answer the question.

4) If the data in both statement I and II together are not

sufficient to answer the question.

5) If the data in both statement I and II together are necessary

to answer the question.

5. Amongst five bags L, M, N, O and P, each having a different

weight. Which of the bag is heaviest?

I. Only two bags are heavier than O. O is heavier than P but

lighter than M.

II. N is lighter than O but heavier than P. L is heavier than O,

but not the heaviest.



6. How many students are there in class 10 in the school X?

I. The class teacher of class 10 correctly remembers that the

number of students in her class is more than 21 but less than

32. The number of students in the class is exactly divisible by

6.

II. The principal of the school correctly remembers that the

difference between the students in class 10 and class 7 is

less than nine. There are 33 students in class 7.

Directions(7-8) : Study the following arrangement of

numbers, symbols and letters carefully , follow the

instructions and answer the question.

M $ T R J 1 M * 8 U S P M 7 K I £ M Q Z R L 6 M 9

7. How many M’s are there preceded by number or followed

by symbol, but not both?

1) 2 2) 3 3) 4 4) 5

5) none of these

8. If all odd numbers are deleted in the series which will be the

20th from right end?

1) Q 2) T 3) R 4) 4

5) none of these

Directions (9-10) : Answer the questions based on the

information given below.

There are seven members S, T, U, V, W, X and Y in a family of

three generations and two married couples. No single parent

has a child. V and X are married couple. Gender of X and W

is same. U is the only daughter of S, who has more than two

children. Y is the daughter-in-law of X, who is not in 2nd

generation. There are less than two females in 3rd generation.

9. How is T related to Y?

1) Son 2) Nephew 3) Brother 4) Father

5) None of the above



10. How is mother of U related to the father of T?

1) Sister 2) Sister-in-law 3) Daughter 4) Wife

5) None of the above

Directions (11-12) : Consider the following data:

E   J   L   O   N   0   3   2   U   6   9   X   5

}   ^   #   *   ?   &   %   $   !    >   ~    l   @

Each element is denoted by a symbol as shown above.

Further, consider the given conditions and answer

accordingly.

Conditions :

1. If the third element is odd and sixth element is a vowel,

then both the elements should be coded as '!'.

2. If the second element is consonant and sixth element is

also a consonant, then both the elements should be coded

as the code of the second element.

3. If the fifth and sixth elements are odd, then the code for

both the elements should be interchanged.

11. 0XUN2L

1) %!!?$| 2) &|!?$| 3) &|>~$| 4) &|!!$|

5) None of these

12. L695UO

1) #>%@!@ 2) #>!@!! 3) #>!*!$ 4) #}!@~!

5) None of these
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1. (1) 2. (2) 3. (2) 4. (1) 5. (2) 6. (5) 7. (2)

8. (2) 9. (1) 10. (4) 11. (2) 12.(2)


